
  

Lord of the Rings, 2003 

 

The epic tale comes to an end. 

 



Mar is ghnáth, bhí píoga áille agus deoch speisialta chun blas deas a chur 
ar an oíche. 

Míle buíochas do Gavins Bakery a thug na píoga dúinn. Bhí siad fós te! Ár 
mbuíochas freisin do Sloyans, Linenhall St., a bhronn an fíon go léir orainn. 

Rinne Pat Heyl draíocht éigin ar roinnt den fhíon chun é a athrú go dtí 
punch álainn. 

 

  

 



Seo pictiúir den slua 

 

  

 

 

Bhí crannchur againn freisin. Above is one 
of the winners. Míle buíochas do ghach 
duine a thug urraíocht dúinn chun raon 

maith duaiseanna a bheith ar fáil. 

 



 

Seo roinnt den slua a tháinig ar an oíche. 

  

  

Lord of the Rings, 2002 

 

And so the spectacle continues... 



Bhí oíche iontach againn arís i Mayo Movie World nuair 
a bhí taispeántas speisialta den scannán The Two 

Towers. Tháinig slua maith chun taitneamh a bhaint as 
an oíche. 

 
Two views of the attendance 

 
at the interval 



 
First, we had mince pies... 

  

 

  

...then we had punch 

 
Then it was time to enjoy the film 

  

 



 

  

 

  

 
Bhí crannchur againn leathbhealach 

tríd an scannáin. Enjoy the 
hamper, Cora! 

This hamper was kindly sponsored 
by Pádraig and Bernie 

Mulchrone(who is giving out mince 
pies in a picture above) 

 
The main prize, kindly donated 

by Enda Kenny, was a weekend in 
Connemara. Is é Niall 

MacCormaic a bhuaigh é. 



 
Helen Quinn won some lovely wine 

glasses which were generously 
sponsored by Fahey's Hardware, 

Main St. 

 
Níor bhuaigh na daoine seo aon 

duais, ach bhain siad taitneamh as 
an oíche ar aon nós.  

  

  

Lord of the Rings, 2001 

  

 



 

 

Bhí oíche den scoth againn ag an 
bpremière den scannán seo  

ar an gCéadaoin, 19ú lá déag, Mí na 
Nollag, 2001. 

 

 



  

Ionad: Mayo Movie World 

 

 

 

Set in mythic pre-historic times, the story of a desperate 
battle against encroaching evil that pits young hobbit 

Frodo, who has inherited a magic ring from his elderly 
cousin Bilbo, against the Dark Lord Sauron, who 

desperately wants the ring because it will enable him to 
enslave the people of Middle Earth. In his effort to thwart 



Sauron, Frodo recruits a fellowship of friends and a 
wizard, elf, dwarf and others on a mission to destroy the 

ring by casting it into the volcanic fires in the Crack of 
Doom, although the ring unleashes its own power in the 

struggle. 

 

Based on J.R.R. Tolkien's classic fantasy novel, this film 
is the first of a trilogy  

written, directed and produced by Peter Jackson 

  

 

The Wine and Mince Pie Reception went down a 
treat! 

  

  



  

 

Buíochas mór le gach duine a thug cabhair dúinn 

  

  

  

 

 



 

 

 

Seo roinnt de na 
daoine a bhí ann 

ar an oíche 



  

 

  

  

 


